
ALBUM EPOCA IS AVAILABLE FROM THE WORLD’S FINEST PHOTOGRAPHERS

WWW.ALBUMEPOCA.COM



 “Non c’è fine. 
Non c’è inizio. 

C’è solo la passione 
per la vita.” 

Federico Fellini

“There is no end. There is no beginning. There is only a passion for life.”   Federico Fellini



Cherish 
your dreams

Album Epoca is the place to keep and protect 
the most beautiful and precious memories of  your life.

Skilled craftsmen experienced in their choice of  superior materials 
accomplish the solid everlasting quality of  Album Epoca.  

Magically, the photographer’s creativity and the perfect harmony between the layout style, 
the refined design and precious material used, enable you to relive 

your most important day over and over again.
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We capture 
your dreams
With Album Epoca, your photographer brings to life 

a special dream – the story of  your wedding.

Like an expert painter, your photographer depicts your wedding day 
with professionalism and style, choosing only the best with Album Epoca -- the one album 

that can reveal the memories of  your special dream, the day you said “I do.”
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Design 
to create a dream

When browsing Album Epoca you immediately feel the elegance, style and quality.

Your Wedding Album will fill you with the wonder of  joy, 
happiness and unforgettable moments from your special day.     

Romantic imagery and graphic art in perfect harmony will flow as in a poem. 
By adding exclusive touches and the choice of  elegant ornament, 

your Album Epoca is your story. 
Inscribed lettering in precious metals on leather or in Swarovski; 

the edge of  each page gilded in gold or silver make your Album Epoca 
the dream you will cherish for a lifetime.
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Composition cover albums consist 
of  three parts (front, spine and back) 

that can be made from the same 
or different materials.

These albums have been a hallmark 
of  traditional Italian design 

for many years.

The ultimate in modern, 
minimalist design. Albums 
with a continuous cover and 
rounded spine present a sleek, 
streamlined look without
interruption, where materials 
blend seamlessly to create
an album of  enormous appeal.
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Retro Collection
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A journey 
into the designs 

of  the 40’s and 60’s.
Highly sophisticated elegance 

thanks to the combination of  fabrics 
and leathers and eccentric colours.
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Contemporary Collection
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Luxury fashion 
pervades every detail 

of  the “Contemporary Collection”, 
turning the album into a real “objet d’art” 
to show and admire. Precious accessories, 
refined finishes and colours, are a tribute 

to Italian style that is appreciated worldwide.
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Tradition Collection
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The taste is classic with 
contemporary touches 

that create both modern 
and traditional styles 

in harmony.
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Share 
your dreams

Album Epoca: the magic of  your wedding may be shared and enjoyed 
with the people you love.

For your parents, grandparents, witnesses, and all of  your family and friends 
you can choose the most suitable Albums in a vast variety of  sizes to suit your needs.

Whether you choose a “Retro”, “Contemporary” or “Tradition” Album, 
you can have several copies with different finishes, sizes, paper, and bindings 

and yet retain the same style as the original Album Epoca.
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Creating
a dream

Album Epoca is born of  a long path of  experience, quality and style. 

The masterly skill of  our craftsmen is the result of  over twenty years of  practical experience. 
Every single album is hand-made, with particular care and attention 

paid to every little detail. Exclusive to Album Epoca is “continuous page” binding, 
a special technique where every page is mounted for strength and durability 

that ensures everlasting beauty par excellence.
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